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Comparative Reconstruction Probabilistically: The Role of Inventory and Phonotactics 

Comparative reconstruction has always been one of the key endeavors of linguistics, and 

yet there exists no widely accepted method for evaluating its applications (Michalove, 1998). 

Instead, evaluation is conducted through debate, often spanning decades, as in the case of Altaic 

(Georg et al., 1999; Norman, 2009), Nostratic (Dolgopolskii, 2008; but Campbell, 1998), and, 

more recently, Dene-Yeniseian (Kiparsky, 2015; but Campbell, 2011).  

There have been numerous attempts to introduce quantitative measures for genetic 

relatedness. In general, these algorithms take a wordlist from two languages as input and yield a 

similarity score as output, either by calculating the similarity of each putative word pair 

(Downey et al., 2008; Kondrak, 2003) or by computing the proportion of related words between 

the two languages (Chang et al., 2015; Atkinson & Gray, 2003; Rexova et al., 2003). Neither 

approach takes into account that word-pair similarities are interdependent, thereby ignoring the 

central assumption of sound change. A great number of these methods are adapted from 

frameworks modelling biological change (Atkinson & Gray, 2005; Croft, 2008), a phenomenon 

which is similar in many but not all respects. As such, most researchers agree that, while these 

frameworks are useful when manual reconstruction is not feasible, traditional methods are still 

the gold standard (Kiparsky, 2015; Downey et al., 2008; Bostoen, 2007). 

I introduce a quantitative framework which merges traditional reconstruction and 

quantitative methods by acting as an extension to comparative reconstruction rather than an 

alternative to it. The reconstruction itself, as a list of changes (phonological or otherwise) is 

given as input, and the probability that a reconstruction of the same magnitude could be 

evidenced by chance is given as output. The probability is calculated based on two sets of 

wordlists: the synchronically equivalent set and the diachronically equivalent set. The 

synchronically equivalent set is the set of all wordlists compatible with the synchronic 

restrictions on the daughter language, such as phonemic inventory and phonotactics; The 

diachronically equivalent set is the set of all wordlists derivable from the mother wordlist 

through a reconstruction of the same size, i.e. the same number and type of steps. By taking the 

size of each set and their intersection, one can calculate the probability that a wordlist in the 

synchronically equivalent set is also in the diachronically equivalent set, or in other words, the 

likelihood that a wordlist generated randomly in accordance with the synchronic rules of the 

daughter language would be as or more proximate to the mother wordlist as the daughter is.   

In practice, a complete analysis of a comparative reconstruction requires numerous 

theoretical assumptions. The number of possible sound changes, the likelihood of each, which 

feature framework is employed, if any – all of these variables can affect the size of either the 

synchronically equivalent or the diachronically equivalent set and, therefore, the final result. 

However, the framework itself is compatible with any theory of phonology or sound change, so 

long as the theory allows for the approximation of the synchronically and diachronically 

equivalent sets. 

Furthermore, several findings emerge from this approach regardless of theoretical 

assumptions. For example, the number of sound changes occurring between the mother wordlist 

and the daughter wordlist is always positively correlated with the final result (Figure 1). This is 

because P(A) > P(A and B). In other words, the more sound changes a reconstruction proposes, 

the more likely it is that similarities between the mother and daughter languages are attributable 

to chance.  
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Additionally, the number of words compatible with the synchronic restrictions of the 

daughter language, i.e. the number of possible words, is always negatively correlated with the 

final result (Figure 2). This is because an increase to the number of possible words corresponds 

to an increase in the size of the synchronically equivalent set, which, in turn, corresponds to a 

decrease in the probability that a member of the synchronically equivalent set is diachronically 

equivalent. Simulations show that increasing the number of possible words in the daughter 

language by 60 is roughly equivalent to decreasing the number of sound changes by 1. These 

results suggest that phonotactic complexity and phoneme inventory of the languages examined in 

comparative reconstruction should play a large role in the evaluation of the reconstruction.  

This methodology is primarily intended to estimate the arbitrariness of a given 

reconstruction and thereby evaluate the likelihood that a language subgrouping is motivated by 

chance resemblance only. Because the framework evaluates the reconstruction, not the wordlists 

themselves, it also allows for the comparison of competing reconstructions, those that posit 

different numbers or different types of changes, for the same data. Finally, the framework can be 

used to discuss theoretical aspects of sound change more generally, such as the effect of 

phonotactic complexity and phonemic inventory on comparative reconstruction presented here. 
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Figure 1: A log plot of the probability that a 

synchronically equivalent wordlist is also 

diachronically equivalent. Number of regular 

sound changes is on the x-axis.  
 

Figure 2: A log plot of the probability that a 

synchronically equivalent wordlist is also 

diachronically equivalent. Number of 

possible words in the daughter language is on 

the x-axis.  
 


